
Learning Management System

Modernize Training
with ServiceNow

Faster, Cheaper, with Fewer Resources

“I have not had a better 
experience installing and 
integrating a major piece of 
software!”

“The PlatCore LMS takes 
something complex and 
makes it easy and intuitive. 
In addition, they provide 
unmatched support.”

Companies are always expected 
to do things faster, cheaper, and 
with fewer resources. 

Then there are the ever-present business threats and 
regulations that require workforce training.

Learning Management Systems (LMS) have been 
traditionally used to overcome such challenges, but now 
there’s always another system, a new interface, and custom 
integrations to build just to manage data. These systems are 
usually resource-intensive and only serve to further confuse 
the already bewildering mix of apps.

Learning Management at the Speed of NOW!
PlatCore simplifies and automates the traditional LMS. This 
revolutionary LMS software is built on the industry-leading 
Now Platform™ from ServiceNow.

Start your transformation today:  1-866-535-8915
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Transform the
Training Experience

Attract and retain top talent, starting with HR Onboarding, 
by delivering a consumer-grade experience for employees 
through an innovative training platform.

Cask has partnered with PlatCore to help organizations improve their 

Employee Experience and Organizational Change Management through the 

ServiceNow platform.

Cask and PlatCore work together to
help your organization:

Consolidate Systems

• Speed up Time To Value and reduce Total Cost of Ownership through  
   the proven ServiceNow platform.

• Eliminate data silos, complex integrations, security vulnerabilities
   and logins.

• Leverage the scalability and rapid development capability of  
   ServiceNow.

 
Deliver Consumer-Grade Experiences

• Allow staff to access training anytime, anywhere through an intuitive  
   mobile interface.

• Reduce turnover through internal workforce development and provide 
   access to further education.

 
Automate Training Processes

• Automate experiences such as course assignments, approvals and 
   notifications.

• Increase the transparency of training activities with custom dashboards  
   and real-time data.

• Centralize training and certification data for easy reporting and auditing; 
   access your data through ServiceNow HR and GRC modules.

Modernize with Automation

BUSINESS PROBLEM

• Inaccessibility, delay, cost and security 
vulnerabilities of a third-party vendor 
managing the LMS

• Training audits & reporting were manual 
& time intensive

SOLUTION 

• Modern, user-friendly interface, access 
to training anytime, anywhere

• Notifications to keep on top of training 
status and objectives

RESULTS

• Supporting 1,279 users in 31 locations, 
10 countries, and 4 continents

• 5,028 videos in 7 languages were 
converted and uploaded

• $1M in savings in 1 year

• $10M in savings over 5 years

It’s Time to Transform
Contact your representative to find out how Cask and PlatCore can help modernize your training and 

knowledge management services to improve employee experience and retention.
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